LET'S STOP THE PANDEMIC

Solidarity is key
No one is safe alone
We are going through a global pandemic due to a coronavirus that causes a disease called Covid-19.

Every day, Covid-19 affects and kills a large number of people.
Introduction

To overcome this global health crisis requires everyone’s effort: we as global citizens have a common destiny and together can build a new form of solidarity.
Introduction

The only efficient way to stop the advance of Covid-19 will be our active participation in the community.

For this new normalcy we have an effective and simple tool: the mask.
How does Covid-19 spread?
How does Covid-19 spread?

Covid-19 is spread when an infected person, with or without symptoms, transmits the infection through secretions from their nose or mouth.
How does Covid-19 spread?

Transmission can occur by direct contact, or by contact with contaminated surfaces or objects.
How does Covid-19 spread?

**Masks** are the only intervention we have now that help reduce direct transmission between people.
How should I wear my mask?
How should I wear my mask?

The mask must **cover the nose, mouth, and chin completely.**
It should be used all the time when we are away from home.
How should I wear my mask?

The mask must be washed frequently.
To be effective against this virus, **mask use should be accompanied by frequent hand washing and social distancing.**

**How should I wear my mask?**

- Stay 6 feet or more apart
- Wash hands for at least 20 sec
What are the benefits of the mask?
What are the benefits of the mask?

- It significantly reduces the possibility of infecting each other.
- It protects others from infection in the event of having the disease but not feeling symptoms (asymptomatic).
What are the benefits of the mask?

It makes visible the symbol of the solidarity movement: **we care for each other and together will beat the pandemic.**
How can the solidarity movement act in the current crisis?
How can the solidarity movement act in the current crisis?

01
You use the mask and help protect others.

02
Promote the use of the mask and others will protect you.

03
The use of masks will result in the solidarity movement protecting all of us.
What can I do to join the solidarity movement?
What can I do to join the solidarity movement?

- **Trust in your ability to contribute to the fight against Covid-19.**
- **Promote community care to avoid unnecessary risks.**
What can I do to join the solidarity movement?

Be part of the community that supports and engages with public health issues.

Share the concept of solidarity among your friends and family.
What can I do to join the solidarity movement?

Stay informed on treatment advances.
Remember:

Together we can stop the spread of Covid-19.

Distribute masks as a way of being a part in this solidarity movement.

Wear your mask.
Let us be the change that we need!
Your participation is key: let's build the movement that will help us create a fair future together.
Thank you!

www.coverorcovid.org